The PURE HATE you would feel for the person who sabotaged your Baked Alaska #gbbo. 8:52 PM - 27 Aug 14 Reply Retweet Favorite. Iain then left the tent and was very sad on a hill.

Diana, speaking to Free Radio, claimed “it didn’t happen like that”, and that the cake “was not out of the freezer for more than 40 seconds”. She blames bad editing, and says Iain doesn’t blame her at all for it. August 28, 2014, at 6:51 p.m. The Telegraph reports that Diana has quit the show – although for reasons of illness, not because of the Bincident, according to the BBC. The show was filmed months ago, so her departure was unlikely to have anything to do with the national outrage over the melting cake. It does, however, raise the possibility of a dramatic Steven’s Telephone Cake. Kate’s 3D Cake House. Prue’s Snow Eggs. Candice’s Two-tier Stollen Wreath. Tamal’s Iced Stollen Wreath. Liam’s 2 in 1: It’s Gotta Be Fun. Andrew’s Boozy Bauble Cake. Paul Hollywood’s Leaf Bread. Jane’s 12 Days of Decorating Biscuits. 

Contestant Jordan Fox revealed the next step after the application was a phone call.